Female Guide To Male Chastity

If you ally dependence such a referred Female Guide To Male Chastity ebook that will have enough money you worth, acquire the certainly best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are afterward launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Female Guide To Male Chastity that we will definitely offer. It is not just about the costs. Its virtually what you obsession currently. This Female Guide To Male Chastity, as one of the most functional sellers here will extremely be in the midst of the best options to review.

Ladies Introduction to Male Chastity Jules Scot 2017-06-22 An introduction to male chastity by a lady for ladies. No fantasies, just the reality. An easy way to gain a basic understanding of your partner’s kink.

Not the Marrying Kind Kathryn Nolan 2021-01-08 He’s the best bad decision she’ll ever make... Type A attorney Fiona Quinn has one goal left to accomplish before turning 30: A big, fairy-tale wedding. All she needs is a groom. So what if she’s never been in love-or even lust-before? She’s confident she can solve the problem the way she always does, with spreadsheets and an action plan. When a family emergency brings bad boy Max Devlin swaggering back into town-with his cocky grin, tattoos, and wanderlust-Fiona has to remind herself that he’s as unsuitable as it gets. Nope. Not happening. No matter how irresistible his invitation is for a night or seven between the sheets. If she can’t tie him down-metaphorically, of course-her pants must stay on. Max can’t remember the last time a woman turned him down. He’s a guaranteed three-orgasms good time, dammit. So what if he’s not the marrying kind? Those sweaty palms he gets when Fiona agrees to help him save his dad’s punk rock club are just an allergic reaction to her methodical march toward matrimony.

Before he hits the road again, he’s going to prove to Fiona that life’s more fun when you play rather than plan. No one gets hurt when it’s all just fun and games, right? Author’s Note: A steamy, opposites attract standalone romance featuring a cocky bad boy (with a heart of gold) and a buttoned-up good girl (with a secret wild side). 1-click if you’re into dirty dancing, swoony first kisses and hot trysts in supply closets. This book comes with a guaranteed (and very romantic) Happily Ever After.

Neanderthal Avery Flynn 2021-10-25 So I may be in the Last Single Man Standing competition with my cousins, but five minutes around Kinsey was all it took to take myself out. Who cares about bragging rights when you’ve just found the woman you’re going to marry? Sure, she may work for my biggest smile starts to play over your lips, and you start to get some ideas who can control a man with just a look or a word? When the thought of being in control creep into your head, that sexy little man in the relationship is often seen in control, the leader, the strong and dominant one. Social norms often dictate how we feel about ourselves, and sometimes, it can hinder who we really are inside. Take heed, ladies. We are women. We are strong. We are powerful. We are fierce. We are romantic. We are dynamic. We are caring. We are fighters. We are lovers. We are women! This manual will give you an inside look on what being a dominatrix is really all about and will give you insight on how to be a dominant woman who can control a man with just a look or a word? When the thoughts of being in control creep into your head, that sexy little master will want it to become a train wreck for your relationship. I’ll show you how to have all the necessary conversations. I’ll show you how to set up an open relationship in a compassionate and ethical way so that both partners can be fulfilled and happy with the experiences. I will share with you everything I have learned from my own experiences and the experiences of my hundreds of thousands of readers, fans and social media followers. Opening up your marriage and welcoming new people in to your life is no easy or simple task, if you don’t want it to become a train wreck for your relationship. I’ll show you how to have all the necessary conversations. I’ll show you how to set up an open relationship in a compassionate and ethical way so that both partners can be fulfilled and happy with the experiences. I will share the wisdom of Cuckolds, Hot wives and the Outside Partners. This is the fourth and perhaps most widely anticipated must-read book in the Bestselling Love & Obey Female Led Relationship series by Marisa Rudder. It is a do-it-yourself recipe book for success. It is a how-to have a successful and happy open relationship. In the midst of all the hype, I will here. Has your partner been pushing you to lock his manhood up in a chastity device? Are you afraid you won’t live up to his expectations? Are you too shy, embarrassed, or uncomfortable talking “dirty” to him in bed (or any other time)? Being a KeyHolder should not be terrifying for any woman. Armed with the information in this handbook, you can become an expert at playing the chastity game. Once you know how to play, he won’t stand chance. This guide will make it easy for any woman to become a KeyHolder for her partner, or any other man, for that matter.

The Dominant Manual Mistress Dede 2015-02-13 Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be a dominant woman who can control a man with just a look or a word? When the thoughts of being in control creep into your head, that sexy little master will want it to become a train wreck for your relationship. I’ll show you how to have all the necessary conversations. I’ll show you how to set up an open relationship in a compassionate and ethical way so that both partners can be fulfilled and happy with the experiences. I will share with you everything I have learned from my own experiences and the experiences of my hundreds of thousands of readers, fans and social media followers. Opening up your marriage and welcoming new people in to your life is no easy or simple task, if you don’t want it to become a train wreck for your relationship. I’ll show you how to have all the necessary conversations. I’ll show you how to set up an open relationship in a compassionate and ethical way so that both partners can be fulfilled and happy with the experiences. I will share the wisdom of Cuckolds, Hot wives and the Outside Partners. This is the fourth and perhaps most widely anticipated must-read book in the Bestselling Love & Obey Female Led Relationship series by Marisa Rudder. It is a do-it-yourself recipe book for success. It is a how-to have a successful and happy open relationship. In the midst of all the hype, I will
offer you, the authentic journey in open relationships; cuckolding, hotwifing, swapping, threesomes, polyamory and more. I’ll show you the most common mistakes and false starts, as well as, the hottest success scenarios that will launch your love life into a new stratosphere. Forget everything you have heard before about cuckolding and open relationships. Marisa’s Revolutionary how-to guide is just as groundbreaking as the rest of her Loving Female Led Relationship advice. If you’ve decided to cuckold your husband, or your husband was the one who encouraged you to cuckold him, or even if he is trying to accept the idea of you cuckold him, you probably have many questions and you should because, cuckold is easy. There are important lessons, you both should know before you start. Fantasy is one thing but reality is something else. What are the rules and boundaries you must know before you start? How do you find an outside lover / bull? How can you make and still have sex with another man? Will your husband get jealous? Will you want to run off with your outside partner? These are all things you need to consider. Should your husband watch? Should you do it alone? This book covers opening up your sexuality to outside people, the pitfalls and the ways to make everything click into place. You’ll be able to evaluate if this open FLR lifestyle is right for you. If you are happily married woman in a female led relationship and even having satisfying sex life with your husband do you really need to walk on the wild side with a bull or camel? The journey can be exciting, satisfying, and may lead to the thrilling and revolutionary new guide to Cuckolding.

**Mistress Benay 2014-11-12**

If you are a woman who is tired of being neglected or left unfulfilled by your partner in your marriage or relationship, then you need to read this book. Male Chastity is a Key component of the relationship. Women, all across the country, over the last five years have begun to take control of their relationships with men, and as a result, they are experiencing the benefits of a Female Led Relationship, where women are the ones who take charge. Keep up -- the times are changing!

When you choose to become a Female Led Relationship, the focus is now on the woman's needs, and most importantly, your sexual contentment will all improve for the better. Your needs, not his, will become the most important things in your marriage or relationship when you follow the road map laid out in this book by Mistress Benay. This book is filled with proven techniques which will help you take control of your marriage or relationship, actual accounts about couples who have been helped by Mistress Benay, as well as in-depth reviews of the most popular male chastity devices which are available on the market today.

**Femdom for Nice Girls**

Due to Popular Demand, Mistress Benay has now compiled "Male Chastity - The 'Key' To A Successful Female Led Relationship" and "The Male Chastity Revolution" in one great page turning Novel. If you are a woman who is tired of being neglected or left unfulfilled by your partner in your marriage or relationship, then you need to read this book. Would you like your partner to be more attentive to your needs? Would you like your partner to always have your needs in mind, and still have sex with another man? Will your husband get jealous? Will you want to run off with your outside partner? These are all things you need to consider. Should your husband watch? Should you do it alone? This book covers opening up your sexuality to outside people, the pitfalls and the ways to make everything click into place. You’ll be able to evaluate if this open FLR lifestyle is right for you. If you are happily married woman in a female led relationship and even having satisfying sex life with your husband do you really need to walk on the wild side with a bull or camel? The journey can be exciting, satisfying, and may lead to the thrilling and revolutionary new guide to Cuckolding.

**Mistress Benay 2015-10-27**

Due to Popular Demand, Mistress Benay has now compiled "Male Chastity - The 'Key' To A Successful Female Led Relationship" and "The Male Chastity Revolution" in one great page turning Novel. If you are a woman who is tired of being neglected or left unfulfilled by your partner in your marriage or relationship, then you need to read this book. Male Chastity is a Key component of the relationship. Women, all across the country, over the last five years have begun to take control of their relationships with men, and as a result, they are experiencing the benefits of a Female Led Relationship, where women are the ones who take charge. Keep up -- the times are changing!

When you choose to become a Female Led Relationship, the focus is now on the woman's needs, and most importantly, your sexual contentment will all improve for the better. Your needs, not his, will become the most important things in your marriage or relationship when you follow the road map laid out in this book by Mistress Benay. This book is filled with proven techniques which will help you take control of your marriage or relationship, actual accounts about couples who have been helped by Mistress Benay, as well as in-depth reviews of the most popular male chastity devices which are available on the market today.

**Conner Hayden 2020-01-28**

The most important things in your marriage or relationship when you follow the road map laid out in this book by Mistress Benay. This book is filled with proven techniques which will help you take control of your marriage or relationship, actual accounts about couples who have been helped by Mistress Benay, as well as in-depth reviews of the most popular male chastity devices which are available on the market today.

---

**Female Led Relationship Guide**

Conner Hayden 2020-01-28 The #1 thing men secretly desire of women, yet typically won’t admit it. Do your relationship a favor and join the modern version of relationships where women are the ones who take charge. Keep up -- the times are changing!

**Mistress Benay 2014-11-12**

If you are a woman who is tired of being neglected or left unfulfilled by your partner in your marriage or relationship, then you need to read this book. Would you like your partner to be more attentive to your needs? Would you like your partner to always have your sexual satisfaction as his primary focus? Would you like your partner to be more caring and helpful around the house? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this book by Mistress Benay will give you the help and direction that you need to take control of your relationship, and condition your partner to make you the paramount concern in his life at all times. For over thirteen years, Mistress Benay has used Male Chastity as the primary means to take control of her marriage, and of her relationships with men. Now, in this book, she shares with you all of the information and easy to follow techniques which you need to know, so that you also can reap the benefits of building a true Female Led Relationship. Mistress Benay explains in great detail how the male's physical needs control his mind, and how unfortunately most of the time, his focus is on his needs, and not yours. By following the advice in her book, however, you can change your partner’s actions by the simple act of taking control of his own needs. When you make and still have sex with another man, you enjoy your marriage, and still have sex with another man? Will your husband get jealous? Will you want to run off with your outside partner? These are all things you need to consider. Should your husband watch? Should you do it alone? This book covers opening up your sexuality to outside people, the pitfalls and the ways to make everything click into place. You’ll be able to evaluate if this open FLR lifestyle is right for you. If you are happily married woman in a female led relationship and even having satisfying sex life with your husband do you really need to walk on the wild side with a bull or camel? The journey can be exciting, satisfying, and may lead to the thrilling and revolutionary new guide to Cuckolding.

---

**Awaken the Power Within**

Randall Michael Caruso 2017-08-24 During my journey in a Female Led Lifestyle, I have come to see why spanking, paddling, whipping and canning is important and is such a popular and erotic form of training men. Obedience must be demanded by each woman, if she wishes to rule like a Queen over each man. A Female Led Relationship may start out and often does as a male sexual fantasy, but it must evolve into a real lifestyle, where the woman really leads and the man really obeys or it simply will not work. I have seen many LOVE & OBED couples reach this crossroads, and I often receive letters from men complaining that the woman has really adopted leadership of the relationship. They complain that now she wants to do things that they do not want her to do, but the Woman will no longer listen. These men quickly learn that women who have been set free into a Female Led Lifestyle, no longer care what men will "allow" and they realize they are now free to do as they see fit. They are "Modern Day Queens," and they view the man as their subject, or as their knight, either way they require the man to obey their commands. So today the LOVE & OBED movement has moved far away from a fantasy or a game, it is a real lifestyle and men and women, thousands upon thousands of them around the world are fully committed to it. A Female Led lifestyle involves setting up some rules for a man's behavior that can be monitored by his female authority. If he breaks a rule, then he knows that he must be disciplined for doing so. This discipline teaches men to behave in a more submissive, obedient and loving way. Some couples, while others rely on the female leader alone to create them. Some rules of male behavior are actually suggested by the man, because he wants to work on some negative aspect of his own behavior or attitudes that he believes is holding him back from becoming a better man.

**The Male Chastity Revolution**

Mistress Benay 2015-03-29 If you are wondering how you can improve your Marriage or your Relationship with your male partner, then you need to read this book which describes in detail how Women everywhere are now experiencing the benefits of a Female Led Relationship, where Male Chastity is a Key component of the relationship. Women, all across the country, over the last five years have begun to take control, in their relationships with men, and as a result, they are now receiving all of the satisfaction and pleasure which they desire, by locking their male partner up in a male chastity device. Now, you can also have your partner totally attentive to your wishes and needs, by embracing this trend, which is growing
bigger day by day. Would you like to have your male partner ready to pleasure you on a moments notice? Would you like to have your partner do all the chores around the house which you have no desire to do? Then you need to read about what is going on right now with the “Male Chastity Revolution,” so that you also can enjoy the benefits which Women everywhere are already enjoying! In this exciting and helpful book, Mistress Benay gives us in-depth details of real people, who are living proof that a Female Led Relationship does give Women the satisfaction, pleasure, and happiness that they have been searching for, in their relationships with men. In this book, you will find real letters from people living the Female Led Relationship Lifestyle, updated Product Reviews on the most popular Male Chastity Devices on the market, and Tips and Techniques for Key Holders which help ensure that every woman can experience the pleasures that is being denied.

The Ultimate Woman's Guide to Male Chastity Mistress Dede 2015-11-23 If you are reading this book, you are most probably a woman interested in broaching the matter of male chastity. You see, this book is all about male chastity, in other words - self control. The question is, how exactly, can this male chastity thing help you and your partner's sex life? You are probably confused and you don't have to worry, for you are not alone in this. This book will help you understand the idea of male chastity and learn about the sexual fantasies that might seem dirty and unappealing to some. We all secretly say things we probably wouldn't dare to admit to you.

What the male chastity subject is all about; the erotic fantasy of submitting to wearing a chastity device and the value of your man in a sexual prison in your relationship. At first, the idea of locking your partner's male organ in a device seem strange to you. But overtime, you will find that your partner sees this thing in an altogether new perspective, something that is attractive and quite exciting for him. To some, forceful prevention of erection and orgasm may definitely seem odd, but there are men who find it very arousing. Getting started is sometimes difficult and the Internet provides you with lots of information that is mostly filled with fantasy over fact. This is because most of those writings have been written by men as an outlet to let out their kinky fantasies. It is nothing more than erotic web fantasies that are much too complicated and bizarre for many women's tastes. You are likely to get turned off by these, thinking that the whole male chastity thing is not for you. However, in this book we assure you that the subject of male chastity is explained and directed to helping you understand the entire concept in full light. It is all about using the male chastity game to rekindle the fire in your sex life for enjoying a much better relationship with your partner.

Feminizing Men - a Guide for Males to Achieve Maximum Feminization Barbara Deloto 2014-10-29 Do you want to feminize a male, or you as a male want, or have been told to, become feminized? Feminization: 1) To give a feminine appearance or character to. 2) To cause (a male) to assume feminine characteristics. This is not for those who wish to permanently change their gender, but rather for those who wish to feminize temporarily, though sometimes repeatedly and regularly, in order to proficiently crossdress as a woman. This feminization guide is for a male by gender who, may, or may not be, a “real” man by some opinions, but nonetheless a male, who has chosen, or has been told to, or is being coerced into, becoming feminine in appearance and character. This guide does not dwell on or cover issues of gender identity and individual choice. This guide is for those who have been tasked with becoming a feminized male as part of a process to feminize them, or purchased for use by males who wish to feminize themselves. It doesn't have any magic potions or formulas, special makeup or fancy tools, use any drugs or surgery. It does cover all the aspects of eliminating the ‘man markers’ that set males aside from women, and make a male less feminine than they could ultimately be. It will demasculinize anything that may have had a masculine overtone with the male. It will also aid the feminized male to feel more sensual and sexy in a feminine role. The guide is short - about 15,000 words and around sixty pages, covering eliminating the things that keep a male from becoming as fully feminized as much as their male body and characteristics allow. After the male has read this, acted upon this information fully, and practiced, he will be the best feminized male he can be. He will reach crossdressing perfection as a male to female (MTF) cross dresser. He will have the routines of maintenance and upkeep of the feminized male body, which will keep him ready, and most likely anxious, to fairly quickly, crossdress at the request of their wife, mistress, or whim of his own. Whether the reason be from femdom, a wife led relationship, female led relationship, cuckolding, cuckoldry, a hot wife, male chastity, forced crossdressing, forced chastity, female domination, submissive training, sissy training, or purely their own desire to become feminine, a diligent male student who incorporates the information in this guide with passion and drive will become the perfect crossdressing male, as fully feminized as possible. Upon following the elements in this guide, the feminized male will be able to proudly display how feminine he has become to anyone he, or the one who coerced him, choose to. Should this be a singular undertaking, the individual will be able to see and feel the difference in the degree of feminization they have achieved after practicing the perfecting techniques. And thus, bring greater pleasure and satisfaction to the resulting feminization. This will be time consuming and will require dedication and diligence in order for a male to feminize to his best. If you are purchasing this for yourself, or someone else, beware of that in order to allow the necessary time and resources. Look inside now. Buy yourself a copy, or give one to a male you want to feminize. It is a small, but valuable investment in a male's journey toward maximum feminization.

The Dominant Wife Rule Book - Chastity Device Edition Mistress Jessica 2017-07-03 This book was written by Marisa Rudder for MEN. You probably know Marisa as the bestselling author of Love & Obey, “The world’s best loving Female Led Relationship” guide for your woman. This second book REAL MEN WORSHIP WOMEN was specifically written for the MAN who wants to live in a loving Female Led Relationship. This is your ultimate Gentleman's Guide to Loving Female Authority and how to live happily in a Female Led Relationship. You'll learn Marisa’s best kept secrets on how to find, attract and maintain a happy relationship with the dominant woman of your dreams. If you already have a woman, who resists the idea of a Female Led Relationship, Marisa will show you how to seduce her in no time at all into becoming your powerful Mistress. In this book, you will learn how to make your wildest sexual fantasies come true (including orgasm denial, chastity, cuckolding, queening and facesitting, verbal humiliation, caning, strapping, hairbrush spanking, thigh spanking, humiliation and punishment of a submissive male. Spanking, caning, strapping, hairbrush spanking, thigh spanking, cuckolding, queening and facesitting, verbal humiliation, ballbusting, blue balls torment, and as a squirter (female ejaculator) all things related to those “wet” episodes, plus much more. This book focuses on several years of experiences of my using the above methods to dominate my submissive husband to my benefit, and for my sexual pleasure.

FemDom Training of Submissive Males Vanessa Chaland 2011-11-21 My personal training techniques for domination, humiliation and punishment of a submissive male. Spanking, caning, strapping, hairbrush spanking, thigh spanking, cuckolding, queening and facesitting, verbal humiliation, ballbusting, blue balls torment, and as a squirter (female ejaculator) all things related to those “wet” episodes, plus much more. This book focuses on several years of experiences of my using the above methods to dominate my submissive husband to my benefit, and for my sexual pleasure.

How to Set Up an Flr Georgia Ivey Green 2013-06-06 'How To Set Up An FLR' is a straight froward, no nonsense book that tells it like it is. Georgia Ivey Green (also known as Mistress Ivey) tells her readers the truth about Female Led Relationships instead of feeding their fantasies like so many others have done in the past. She talks about real life and how to implement a female led relationship that fits you in real life, not in some fantasy you may have picked up from the Internet. Couples gain the knowledge to
avoid common pitfalls and ease into an FLR where both parties can feel comfortable. She takes the fantasy out and puts the reality in. ‘How To Set Up An FLR’ was originally a highly successful ebook for your favorite e-reader. Now it is available in paperback so you can hold it in your hand, write comments and notes in the margins, or quickly access any page for the information you need. There are many sections that you will want to refer back to for years to come. This book is invaluable to those wishing to establish a successful female led relationship. It will guide couples just starting out as well those who may have tried to set up an FLR before and failed. It covers such things as approaching your partner, creating an agreement, limits, and, yes, even cuckolding. If you have ever thought about converting your relationship to an FLR, then you really ought to read this book first. It could save your relationship...

Swinging | The Guide to a Friends with Benefits Lifestyle - Marisa Rudder’s sizzling new breakthrough book will guide you through the basics of swinging for couples. It explains how couples separate love and sex, and enjoy greater intimacy in the swinging lifestyle. Learn how to go beyond the limits of conventional monogamy and experience spectacular sex while maintaining an honest and happy committed relationship with your primary partner. This is one of the most important relationship books you will ever read, check-full of great information on how to set up a modern “ethical non monogamous” lifestyle. Learn about the rules, boundaries and mutual consent while you share a better sex life with your partner. If you’re curious about couple swapping? Sex parties? Hotwifing? Bi-sexual threesomes? Orgies and much, much more, Swinging | The Guide to a Friends with Benefits Lifestyle is a book you definitely need to read. Learn why many couples say, “couples who play together stay together” and learn how to get started and live happily in a sexy swinging lifestyle. You’ll learn how to meet other non monogamous couples and how to deal with a “swapping” Lifestyle and keep your partner happy. Discover what to expect when you go to lifestyle clubs, events and parties, including what to wear, how to act, the rules to follow when dealing with both your partner and other members? You’ll not only find out the basics but how to deal with complex emotions once you get started. Are you ready to dive in more deeply and learn everything you need to know about the swinging lifestyle? Perhaps you’ve heard good things about swinging from a friend, seen a TV show about swinging, or read about it online and you think you’re ready to swing? Everyday partners cheat on each other and risk losing everything they have, simply because they want to experience sex with a different partner. Learn why Swinging | The Guide to a Friends with Benefits Lifestyle is showing couples that it’s possible to have sex with “other people” while maintaining a happy and committed primary relationship.

Locked-In Love: How Two Weeks in Chastity Can End the Barter System, Renew Courtship and Make a Better Husband. Key Barrett 2018-09-24 Author Key Barrett started out writing a journal for chastity. He decided that he wanted to be locked up in chastity for seven days in order to better understand the motivation behind chastity and the emotional aspects so he could write about it with greater understanding in both his fiction and nonfiction. So he spoke with his wife and she agreed to let him go seven days in chastity with her holding the key, only unlocking him after he had proven to her that everything was working properly, or if she had sexual interest in freeing him. What started as a simple one week journal quickly blossomed into something else entirely. By the third day he was feeling butterflies just when his wife touched his hand. By day four, she noticed he was much more engaged in their household and being an active and proactive partner. What started as a week for him quickly became two weeks for them both to journal. Through chastity and communication, they identified a sexual trade-off that existed in their marriage, a ‘barter system’ wherein every action he engaged in had an undercurrent of sexual punishment, a lack of consequence. Freed from it through a chastity device, they were able to enjoy each other on a more meaningful and trusting level. And in lowering the quantity of sex, they raised the quality. This book takes what they learned, plus surveys and research derived from male chastity users, and shows couples how they too can end the barter system, increase communication and bring back the courtship phase, butterflies and all. Learn what you can do to improve your marriage, increase intimacy, feel more connected emotionally, and make her daily life easier with a simple, sexy, fun exercise in chastity.

His Fall from Power - The Complete Story: A Female Domination and Male Chastity Novel Mistress Benay 2017-11-07 Ever Since Mistress Benay published her Award Winning Novel, “His Fall From Power,” and then, the exciting and suspenseful Sequel to it, both in Kindle Format, she has been besieged with requests from her loyal readers to combine both Volumes in one Paperback Edition. Here for the first time, the Full Length Complete story of “His Fall From Power” is being published as a Beautiful Paperback. Thomas McMillian was on Top of the World. As C.E.O. of a rapidly growing Electronics Company, he had it all. The Beautiful Wife, the Mansion in the Suburbs, the Fancy Foreign Cars, and Status and Freedom and to possibly wish for, until he made two mistakes which were going to cause him to lose everything. First he hired drop dead gorgeous Ashley Long to be his Executive Secretary, and then he betrayed his Wife, by having an affair with Ashley. Little did Thomas know, that those two mistakes would catapult him into his new role as a slave to his Wife and to his Secretary in this action packed novel filled with Corporate Intrigue and Sensual Relationships. Mistress Benay weaves a plot where the main character does not realize until it is too late that he has been led into the world of Male Chastity, Bondage Bi-Sexual Relationships, Domestic Servitude, and Female Domination by the clever maneuvering of his Wife and his Secretary. After Betraying his wife by having an affair, Thomas McMillan now accepts the fact that his life will never be the same again, as his Beautiful wife, Doreen releagates him to the role as her 24/7 slave and maid. A role which Thomas could never have imagined would be filled with so much suffering and indignity. Female Domination, Male Chastity, Bi-Sexual Relationships, and Bondage & Discipline are an every day part of Thomas’s new life now that he no longer is in charge of his Company, and has become a helpless slave to his wife, and to his former Secretary Ashley Long. Here is just one of the many Five Star Reviews this Novel has received: ‘The action in Mistress Benay’s ‘His Fall From Power’ is well paced, often creative, and woman centered. Her style to me is measured and softy worded, rising to a crescendo, then deftly falling back to build again. ‘His Fall From Power’ is right up there among erotica written for women, by women, but tops my two favorite authors of female erotica, Anne Rice and Pauline Reage as, here, the woman does not suffer for love, but she commands it, demands it, and revels in the devotions a well trained male can provide.'
them and makes the passion come back. If you are female and your partner approached you with his wish for chastity, it's not something unnatural. Neither does he want to turn you into a dominatrix, instead he wants to show you how much he really loves you. He wants to fire up your relationship. That's why you should read this book: it contains many tips from us and provides valuable background info. We are a couple who started keeping him in chastity 5 years ago, and it works better than ever. This book is both for women, who want to understand, and men, who want to learn more. We have divided this book in two parts: Part 1: Introduction - Chastity for men - what is it, why you should consider it, what kind of fears do men and women have, and why do men want to be held in chastity? We present you the advantages and disadvantages of chastity and how to convince your partner to keep you chaste, if you're a man. Part 2: Chastity in action - you will learn the details of what are chastity belts, cock cages, what should you consider when buying one, and then we answer questions which will inevitably come up for chastity couples: What should I do, if he wants me to unlock him? How long should I let him wait? ... If you want to take chastity seriously, now's the moment. Check it out!
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Male Chastity | J K Spenser 2020-05-31 Everything you need to know in one place about male chastity in the 21st century. Interest in male chastity has exploded in recent years with growing numbers of everyday men wishing to have chastity devices and to hand over his male chastity. Common male chastity myths—on how male chastity works. Find out how male chastity can spice up your sex life. Understanding male chastity doesn't have to complicated—or a taboo topic. This book makes it easier to get started. Men and their keyholding partners, along with a comprehensive discussion of the related sexual topics—such as female led relationships, accepting control of your man's sex life, how to making him more able to deliver his gift and take command and conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his submission. Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.
Male Chastity and Crossdressing as Tools for the Cuckolding Hot Wife - A Guide Barbara Deloto 2016-01-20 He wants to give you a gift. A very special female led and penile chastity gift. He wants to have you brought to levels of sexual ecstasy you haven’t had lately... or ever. He wants to share you with other men. Are you willing to accept his unselfish offer and in return give him the unselfish gift of helping him give you this? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take his place as your dominant and make you the goddess he serves? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take command and conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his submission. Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.
Marisa Rudder 2016-01-20 He wants to give you a gift. A very special female led and penile chastity gift. He wants to have you brought to levels of sexual ecstasy you haven’t had lately... or ever. He wants to share you with other men. Are you willing to accept his unselfish offer and in return give him the unselfish gift of helping him give you this? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take his place as your dominant and make you the goddess he serves? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take command and conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his submission. Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.

Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.

The Hitchhiker's Guide to Male Chastity | J K Spenser 2020-05-31 Everything you need to know in one place about male chastity in the 21st century. Interest in male chastity has exploded in recent years with growing numbers of everyday men wishing to have chastity devices and to hand over his male chastity. Common male chastity myths—on how male chastity works. Find out how male chastity can spice up your sex life. Understanding male chastity doesn't have to complicated—or a taboo topic. This book makes it easier to get started. Men and their keyholding partners, along with a comprehensive discussion of the related sexual topics—such as female led relationships, accepting control of your man's sex life, how to making him more able to deliver his gift and take command and conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his submission. Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.

Male Chastity and Crossdressing as Tools for the Cuckolding Hot Wife - A Guide Barbara Deloto 2016-01-20 He wants to give you a gift. A very special female led and penile chastity gift. He wants to have you brought to levels of sexual ecstasy you haven’t had lately... or ever. He wants to share you with other men. Are you willing to accept his unselfish offer and in return give him the unselfish gift of helping him give you this? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take his place as your dominant and make you the goddess he serves? Can you imagine building a stable of men to use for your pleasure while he watches and serves you and your new partners? A gift that turns you into a hot wife (or hot girlfriend), the goddess he serves? How can putting him in male chastity and being his keyholder, crossdressing and feminizing him, make him more able to deliver his gift and take command and conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his submission. Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.

Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year in the Non-fiction category. Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new content.
complaining. Imagine your man gladly doing the housework, laundry, grocery shopping, cooking, dishes and more? With the techniques and training guidelines in my book, you can have such a man. In fact, you may already be living with a man who has the potential to become this perfect man. A modern Love and Obey Female Led Relationship or marriage includes male chastity and orgasm control. The wife decides when her husband is allowed to orgasm. The wife is in charge and the husband submits to her loving female authority. Her man is completely obedient. Women will learn how to use their feminine power to control their man’s sexuality. Women will learn how to tame and train a man. Men will learn the value of submitting to loving female authority. Men will become more loving, devoted and romantic. Women will take charge of the relationship or marriage and their men will become obedient. The woman’s authority and sexuality are worshiped by the man. Allowing the woman to do what she wants without resistance makes you a bigger and better man. It allows you to be himself while completely 100% devoted, worshipping and obeying to you as a goddess. It aligns you with a spiritual and sexually blissful relationship. No other Female Led Relationship guide on the market will give you the same level of evidence-based insight sure to help you strengthen, nurture, and live the relationship you’ve always wanted!

Quendom Marisa Rudder 2021-10 Even Marisa Rudder, the author of the world’s bestselling Love & Obey Female Led Relationship book series, writing a good sequel can be daunting. Especially, when the author must top her previous bestselling books Love & Obey and Real Men Worship Women. How can you do it without competing with your previous successes? In The Ultimate Guide to Tease & Denial, you can learn just about what to do when you want to tease your guy sexually. It’s about taking control of your sex-life and getting what you want from it. There is a step-by-step guide that will walk you through your first month of teasing so that you can get used to doing those things you need to do to make things better. A must read for chastity enthusiasts. Tease and denial has never been so simple. Whether you want to utilize chastity in your relationship or not, makes no difference in a modern, healthy relationship. Reading this book will give you insights into your partner’s motivations like nothing before. You can take control of what you want and have the rest to him. “The Ultimate Guide to Tease & Denial is a refreshing outlook on the sexual aspect of female domination that many women find cumbersome. I remember the days when I thought being a tease was a bad thing but Mistress Ivey has completely changed my perspective with her book. She empowers women by teaching not only how to use our inherent sexual charm to mold men’s behavior but why it is important to release that inner naughty girl that many of us were taught to hide. This book has opened so many new channels of thought for me as it clearly points out how vital it is to express my love for my partner by using my feminine charms to seduce him every day and in many exciting ways while keeping him hung up and thirsty for more.” Te-Erika “Queenie” Patterson (Publisher) ConquerHim.Com - Celebrating The Beauty of Female Led Relationships

A Woman’s Guide to a Female Led Relationship Victoria West 2017-01-05 I am writing this book for the woman who is interested in being in a Female Led Relationship. It is for the women who is at her wits end and is tired of the same old thing with the same men. She is tired of being an object in her relationship. She is tired of not getting satisfied in bed. She is tired of “sleeping on the wet spot” while her lover rolls over and falls asleep, leaving her being overlooked and taken for granted. This is not a book of erotic titillating stories. While in later chapters I will give you a variety of ideas to take “erotic control” of your partner, my primary purpose is to give you a realistic illustration as to what to expect and think about when you are in a relationship like this. We have all dated that guy who wanted sex all the time and was really kinky in the bedroom. The kind of guy that wants to do it in the back yard while you’re wearing a red satiny teddy or a guy who wants to watch while you are pleasuring yourself with your magic vibrating egg. But a Female Led Relationship is more than just kinky sex. It’s actually a totally new way of loving and living. It is first and foremost a relationship between two consenting adults. It isn’t just one or two steamy and kinky moments of passion. It’s a way of living. It’s a lifestyle with the woman at the helm.

Love & Obey MS Marisa Rudder 2018-03-22 Put the fire back in your relationship! This brand new book is destined to be the most revolutionary, breakthrough, and fastest growing relationship guide of the next 20 years! This phenomenal book is bound to be an International Bestseller! Love & Obey, is now available for the first time ever in trade paperback. In this revolutionary new guide to understanding a Female Led Relationship and how it will fulfill the woman and the man’s needs, desires, and behaviors. You will be living together as a happy couple. Men report 97% of the time that they are getting more satisfaction, sexual and otherwise, than ever before since experiencing loving female authority. Known as the “Caribbean Queen,” Marisa Rudder provides a practical and proven way for men and women to improve their communication by acknowledging their differences and discovering the importance of this loving female authority in a relationship. This type of relationship allows your Alpha Male to be himself while completely 100% devoted, worshipping and obeying to you as a goddess. Allowing you a spiritual and sexually blissful relationship. No other Female Led Relationship guide on the market will give you the same level of evidence-based insight sure to help you strengthen, nurture, and live the relationship you’ve always wanted!
Affirmations, you'll transform your mindset from patriarchal to matriarchal; one affirmation, one day, and one year at a time. There are reasons all men need submission boosting affirmations: ELIMINATE PAST PATRIARCHAL CONDITIONING, REPROGRAM YOUR MIND TO FEMALE LED THINKING. Even men already living in a female led relationship need these daily affirmations. All men need help eliminating selfishness, male egos and male-led social conditioning in order to submit to loving female authority. Men don't leap out of bed acknowledging female superiority. Even men who are working hard to please their Queen's demands, pressures, to-do's and responsibilities need help to surrender completely to female control. Harness the power of Marisa's affirmations and positive erotic thinking to achieve inspiration, wisdom, and the courage to submit to your Queen.

**A Woman's Guide to FemDom**

Chas Scott 2015-01-07 An essential beginners guide for ladies who want an introduction to the FemDom scene or, indeed, for the curious male who is considering asking his partner to indulge his fantasy and wants to know what he may be letting himself in for. BDSM is becoming far more mainstream in these enlightened days and many women regularly come across references to it, finding that they want to know more about it, perhaps give it a try. FemDom is one aspect of the BDSM scene and this book tries to explain the concepts behind making a FemDom/male-sub relationship work, providing some practical advice for the novice Domme about what to do and how to do it. Many of the activities described are put to use by Jenny in the 'Jenny and John Series' of books described below. Remember: keep it safe, sane and consensual.

**More Than He Ever Bargained For**

Mistress Benay 2017-08-06 "Be Careful What You Wish For" In this Exciting and quite Steamy Novel, Mistress Benay presents the story of Joseph, a business executive from Denver who had absolutely no idea of what was in store for him when he contacted Mistress Benay via Email, and not only begged her to make all of his FemDom Fantasies become Reality, but to also lock him up in a Custom Made Chastity Tube, and take total control of his Orgasms, by becoming his KeyHolder. Joseph insisted that he wanted to experience complete Female Domination with No Safe Word available to him, and No option for him to back out once Mistress Benay agreed to take him under her tutelage as a slave trainee. After communicating with Joseph, Mistress Benay did her best to discourage him from proceeding with his plan to turn his fantasies into reality. When Joseph, despite the warnings from the Mistress, still begged her to take him under her control, Mistress Benay was determined at that point to give Joseph More Than He Ever Bargained For. Readers should be cautioned that this Novel contains Graphic descriptions of activity involving Female Domination, Male Chastity, Bi-Sexual Relationships, Bondage, and Discipline.

**Tips & Tricks for Keyholders**

Georgia Ivey Green 2014-06-01 Georgia Ivey Green has created one of the best, most insightful books of its kind. 'Tips & Tricks For Keyholders' makes being a "woman in charge" so easy, you will wonder why you never put your man in chastity before. It is the perfect companion to 'A KeyHolder's Handbook.'This book will not only help you understand your partner, but will teach you how to make the most of a good thing. You will learn how to use his own fantasies, to talk to him, to get him to do just about anything you want him to, simply by applying the principles in this book. Her previous book 'A KeyHolder's Handbook' gave you all the basics you need to know about keeping him happy and horny. This book is an extension of that. In it you will find more tips about getting to know his fantasies and how to use them. How to get into his head. How to get him to do more for you. And you will learn many of the things your man will never tell you, that you really need to know, and how to find out what those things are.

**Male Chastity**

Lucy Fairbourne 2007-07 A non-threatening, female-friendly introduction to the topic of male chastity, ideal for nervous keyholders or as a love-offering from a would-be-chastened male.

**A KeyHolder's Handbook**

Georgia Ivey Green 2013-10-28 A complete guide to male chastity. If you are new to male chastity or have been practicing it for years, this book will guide you to a better sex life. Everything you wanted to know about how to sexually tease and torment your partner. How to talk "dirty" to him. What to say, when and how to say it, even if you are shy or embarrassed. Keeping him aroused when he is away. It's all here. Has your partner been pushing you to lock his manhood up in a chastity device? Are you afraid you won't live up to his expectations? Are you too shy, embarrassed, or uncomfortable talking "dirty" to him in bed (or any other time)? Being a KeyHolder should not be terrifying for any woman. Armed with the information in this handbook, you can become an expert at playing the chastity game. Once you know how to play, he won't stand a chance. This guide will make it easy for any woman to become a KeyHolder for her partner, or any other man, for that matter.

**Male Chastity Keyholder Guide**

Mistress Dede 2015-01-08 There is a lot of variety in the world of fetish and kink, with limitless possibilities for creativity in sensual play. Many people unfamiliar with this lifestyle immediately focus on the more obvious or superficial aspects, like honorific nicknames or corsets and leather boots. But for people who participate in fetishes as a lifestyle, the practices and games are an essential part of their regimen, and it is often in the details that we find the true fulfillment of our fetishes. In this guide we will take a look at a couple of specific practices related to male chastity: the use of locks and keys. Whether you are a novice or an expert, this guide will provide you with the tools you need to get started.

**Male Chastity Keyholder Guide**

Mistress Dede 2015-01-08 There is a lot of variety in the world of fetish and kink, with limitless possibilities for creativity in sensual play. Many people unfamiliar with this lifestyle immediately focus on the more obvious or superficial aspects, like honorific nicknames or corsets and leather boots. But for people who participate in fetishes as a lifestyle, the practices and games are an essential part of their regimen, and it is often in the details that we find the true fulfillment of our fetishes. In this guide we will take a look at a couple of specific practices related to male chastity: the use of locks and keys. Whether you are a novice or an expert, this guide will provide you with the tools you need to get started.